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NEW!
• Bulk Cranberries in 20# case
• Sweet Limes have a unique sweet flavor and are less acidic
   than regular limes. They can easily be mistaken for lemons
   because of their yellow color. 
• NEW APPLES

• Rubinette has superb flavor. It is intense and honeyed,
   with hints of pear, simultaneously sweet and sharp.
• Swiss Gourmet (also known as the Arlet in Europe) is
   pleasant and juicy, reasonably well balanced between
   sharp and sweet, but essentially mild. Great for baking.
• Juici has a wonderful balance of sweet and tart flavors,
   with a texture similar to Honeycrisp and a long shelf life. 

coming soon
• Tumeric at the end of the week from Secret Beach in Kauai

back in stock
• Turnips
• Rutabaga
• Belgian Endive middle of the week
• Tommy Atkin Mangos from Ecuador
• Tasteful Selection Mixed Medley will have all the colors of
   the rainbow as the Gold Potatoes return to the mix later
   this week.

tight inventory
• Green Onions will be tight this week due to rain and
   cold weather. The situation will improve the week of
   Thanksgiving. 
• Green Beans
• Jumbo and Cliptop Carrots

GAPPING
• 4Earth Snap Peas will gap until their new fields start
   in 3 weeks. 
• Jicama gapping until the new crop starts in December.
• Mini Mixed Peppers

winding down
• Wilgenburg Cucumbers
• Divine is wrapping up their Melon season

finished
• Dwelley: Thank you for the incredible support this season!
   Did you know next year Dwelley turns 100 years old?
• La Granjita 
• Durst
• Starkrimson Pears

Tips On Roasting Chestnuts:
Cut an “X” shape into the flat side of each chestnut. Use a sharp knife to do 
this. This will make the chestnuts roast faster, allowing the steam to escape 
from the chestnuts. Place them on a baking sheet with the cut side up. Roast 
15-20 minutes at 400 degrees, keeping an eye on them so they don’t burn. 
Let them cool slightly before easily removing the shell. We enjoy adding them 
to Japanese rice for a fall favorite.
https://www.justonecookbook.com/chestnut-rice-kurigohan/

NEW! chestnuts
Now is the time to stock up on Cranberries! 
All fresh cranberries are dry harvested once 
a year between mid-September through 
early November.  Cranberries will last for 
a year in the freezer and can be frozen in 
the package they come in. Now offering  
Bulk 20# cases and Cello Packs in 24x12oz 
(Biodynamic), 18/8oz and 18x16oz. 

cranberries



Apples 
Read about our New Apples on page one!
Club apples and their parents
• Autumn Glory: Fuji/Golden Delicious cross
• Jazz: Royal Gala/Braeburn cross
• Koru: Fuji/Braeburn cross
• Opal: Golden Delicious/Topaz cross
• Pinata is also known as (Pinova and Sonata) Golden
   Delicious, Cox’s Orange Pippin, and Duchess of Oldenburg
   cross
• Sugarbee: Honeycrisp and unknown cross
• Envy: Royal Gala and Braeburn cross 
• Juici: Honeycrisp / Braeburn cross 

Avocados
Mexican Hass Avocados from Equal Exchange are grown by 
small farmers in Michoacán. The fruit is young in maturity 
and may contain less oil and flavor, and the possibility of 
inconsistent ripening.

Bananas
Earl’s Organic Bananas are Fair Trade Certified 365 days a 
year. 

Berries
Blackberries limited supply out of Mexico.
Blueberries: Mix of California Forbidden Fruit in clamshell 
and Readycycle packaging along with Import Homegrown 
Chilean fruit and Greenbelle Mexican fruit. 
Strawberries are starting to slow down. Colder weather 
will continue to slow these down until Baja starts in early 
December. 
Raspberries: Steady supply from Berry People out of Mexico.
Cape Gooseberries make delicious jams, pies or a beautiful 
fall garnish. They are full of seeds with a texture and flavor 
similar to a tomato but with a deeper flavor and a hint of 
tartness. The unusual taste has been compared to various 
combinations of tomato, strawberry, mango, pineapple, fig, 
grape and more.

Citrus
California Valencias season is winding down fast. We should 
see Mexican fruit next week. California Navel season has 
started up with the Fukumoto variety, characterized by its 
deep reddish rind color. Lemons are available from both 
California and Mexico. Read more about Sweet Limes on 
page one. Oro Blanco Grapefruit are a hybrid cross between 
a sweet pummelo and a white fleshed grapefruit. They have 
a mild and sweet flavor, are virtually seedless and great for 
juicing.  Read about Side Hill Citrus on page three!

– FRUIT –
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Fall
Hachiyas are shaped like an acorn and need to be fully 
ripened until they are almost translucent and extremely
soft. Fuyus are short, squat and non-astringent and when 
ripe they have a sweet flavor with a hint of cinnamon. Eat 
them raw when they are firm or soft and they do not need
to be peeled.

Grapes
California Red, Black and Green Grapes are plentiful in 
polybags! Tote bags are done for the season.

Pears
Mt. Hood has delicious Biodynamic Bosc, D’ Anjou Red 
Bartlett and Red Comice pears. Coming out of Washington 
are the sweet Concorde and Red D’Anjou Pears. Olympic and 
Shinsetsu Asian Pears are crisp and juicy. 

Did you know? Red Anjous show only a slight change in 
color as they ripen, which is another characteristic shared 
with their Green Anjou counterparts. The best indication 
of ripeness for any pear is the thumb test: gentle thumb 
pressure near the stem will yield slightly when the pear is 
ripe. All pears ripen from the inside out!

Tropicals
Kiwano Horned Melon taste like a mix of cucumber, kiwis 
and bananas when ripe.  The fruit will have an orange rind 
and give slightly to gentle pressure when ripe. Passion Fruit 
are best when wrinkly! Feijoas have an intense intoxicating 
aroma. They taste like a mix of strawberry, guava and 
pineapple. To eat a feijoa, cut it in half and scoop out the 
inside creamy white flesh.  They are a good source of vitamin 
C, fiber and potassium. Papayas out of Mexico will be tight 
until further notice. The fields were hit with a storm and 
they  lost a significant amount of trees. Ecuadorian Tommy 
Atkins return in good volume Sunday for Monday.



– downloads –
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Red Kuri
Boasting a bright orange reddish skin 
with slighty sweet flesh which is not quite 
as nutty as Kabocha. Once cooked the 
skin and flesh can be blended together to 
make tantalizing soups, pies or muffins. 

Sugar Pie Pumpkin
Short and round, Sugar Pie Pumpkins 
have thick walls with lots of pumpkin 
flavored flesh. Now is your time to shine 
by making a pumpkin pie from scratch. 
Bake one medium sized pumpkin and 
puree the flesh as a delicious substitute 
for canned pumpkin this holiday season.

Spaghetti
Easy to spot with its oblong shape and 
beautiful yellow skin. Bake and then run 
a fork down each half and watch the mild 
flavored cream colored flesh come away 
in spaghetti-like strands. We like to pair it 
with an organic tomato pomodoro sauce 
for an easy meatless meal.
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Harvested in late summer and early fall, enjoy the wonderful array of hard squash varieties through the coming cold months. Thick 
rind squash can be stored for up to a year in a cool dry place while thin skin varieties will only keep for a few months.

HARD SQUASH GUIDE

Honeynut
The cute stout Honeynut squash is about
6” tall and looks like a Mini Butternut 
Squash. The thin skin has a deep honey 
color and does not need to be peeled.
The flesh has an intense sweet flavor that 
becomes almost caramel like when roasted. 
Has 3x the amount of beta-carotene of a 
butternut squash.

Butternut
A distinctive bell shape with bright 
orange sweet flesh. If you have a large 
squash cut the neck away from the body 
so it is easier to work with and then halve 
and roast. Or, peel, cut into cubes, and 
then roast.

Acorn
This popular winter squash has a ribbed 
rind and looks just like an acorn. It tastes 
best when roasted. Add a pat or two of 
butter and a little brown sugar to bring 
out the nutty flavor of this holiday classic. 
The curved shape of this squash also 
makes it perfect for stuffing.

Kabocha
This wonderful Japanese squash has a 
slightly nutty and sweet dense flesh that 
becomes bright orange when cooked. 
There is no need to peel the rind. Cut into 
slices and bake or simmer. 

Delicata
An heirloom variety also known as the 
Sweet Potato Squash, it tastes like a cross 
between corn and pumpkin pie. The thin 
skin is completely edible which is fantastic 
because it is difficult to peel.

Carnival
This bright and colorful squash averages 
about 5 to 7 inches across, and is a hybrid 
of an Acorn and Sweet Dumpling. The firm 
dry texture and mild flavor is enhanced by 
roasting with butter and spices. 

Download Flyer (legal size): https://bit.ly/3cWivjX
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Sweet Potatoes
Orange flesh varieties become moist when cooked; white flesh become dry.  Store in a cool dark place for up to a few weeks.

Do not refrigerate. Sweet potatoes are incredibly versatile. They are great baked, grilled, sautéed or grated raw for a salad.

Beauregard/Jewel
The Beauregard/Jewel Sweet Potato 
has an orange/copper colored skin with 
bright orange flesh. The starchy sweet 
flesh becomes moist when cooked and 
is perfect for absorbing butter and 
seasonings. Take care not to mash too 
long or the texture becomes gummy.

Hannah
The Hannah Sweet Potato has a light 
brown skin with cream colored flesh 
and flavor that is very similar to a baked 
potato. Serve with a side of butter. 

Garnet
The Garnet has dark red skin with sweet 
moist flesh similar to the Beauregard/
Jewel. You can’t go wrong with baking 
and mashing these beauties up. For a 
change, peel, cube and toss with olive oil 
and herbs. Roast with your other favorite 
fall vegetables.

Japanese
The Japanese Sweet Potato has purple 
rose colored skin with dense pale flesh. 
The rich flesh has a low moisture content 
with hints of chestnut. Top with a mixture 
of butter, scallion and a little miso to 
bring out that umami flavor.

Stokes Purple®
The Stokes Purple® Sweet Potato has 
deep purple skin and flesh that turns a 
brilliant purple when cooked. The dense 
and chewy flesh is similar to taro. The 
perfect choice for the person that doesn’t 
like it very sweet. They are fantastic on 
their own or mash it up with coconut milk, 
cinnamon and ginger.

Fun Fact
Sweet Potatoes and Yams are different 
root vegetables and in fact are not even 
related. Yams are tubers and over 95% 
are grown in West Africa. You can find 
them in ethnic markets in the U.S. They 
can be as small as a potato and can 
grow up to 5 feet!

Sweet Potatoes Are 
Good for You!
Relatively low in calories, they have no 
fat, are rich in beta-carotene, Vitamin A 
and loaded with potassium.

Read More
bitly/sweetpotatoesarenotyams

Download Flyer: https://bit.ly/31XOrQN

Side Hill Citrus Satsuma Mandarins herald in the citrus season! Located in 
Lincoln, in the Sacramento foothills, Side Hill Satsumas have the perfect 
mix of sweetness, tartness and low acidity, with very little pulp and no 
seeds. Satsumas, also called Mikans, are a Japanese variety brought to the 
U.S. in 1878. Most citrus fruits originated in China and then made their way 
west which is where the word mandarin comes from. In the United States 
Satsumas are grown in places where you wouldn’t normally expect citrus 
to grow. They need hot summers and a certain amount of chill hours in the 
winter and can tolerate low temperatures down into the 20’s. Satsumas are 
grown in California in the thermal belt, which runs from the San Joaquin 
Valley up to north of Sacramento. They also grow in some southern states 
like Texas, Louisiana and Alabama where there are mild winters.

Health Benefits: Four or five Satsumas have enough synephrine to equal the effect of a Sudafed tablet, according to one study. 
Satsumas are naturally low in calories and a single fruit contains 34 percent of the USDA daily recommendation for vitamin C.
Buying Satsumas: Look for fruit with an aromatic smell, firm tight peel, and no dented spots. A heavier fruit means they are juicier. 
Satsumas can be stored at room temperature or in the refrigerator, but not for too long—prolonged storage can dry them out.

READ THE FULL BLOG http://bit.ly/stayhealthywithsidehillsatsumas

side hill citrus satsuma mandarins

Earl (on the right) visits Rich 
Ferreira from Side Hil
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Artichokes from California’s Central Coast 
and desert have a beautiful frost kiss. The frost 
causes the outer layer of the artichoke to turn 
brown, flake and peel when the temperature 
reaches below 32 degrees. Although the 
brownish color may not look pretty, frost kissed 
artichokes have a more intense nutty flavor. 
Once cooked, the brown disappears, leaving a delicious green 
artichoke!

Bunched Beets are in good supply at a great price!

Green Beans: Dwelley is done for the season and Covilli is just 
starting up out of Mexico. Green Beans will be tight as we head 
into the weeks before Thanksgiving due to ongoing  labor issues 
and social distancing during the COVID pandemic. 

Broccoli and Broccoli Crowns: Prices continue to rise.

Brussels Sprouts are in good volume and on Earl’s Weekly 
Special!

Eggplant: New crop from Mexico is here.

Herbs: Thanksgiving is less than 2 weeks away! We recommend 
placing pre-orders for herbs with your Earl’s Sales Rep. 

Mushrooms: Bulk Criminis having quality challenges with 
product coming from Canada. Sumano Baby Shiitake 12/6oz are 
in promotable volumes! Stuffer Crimini 6/16oz is back for the 
holiday season. Talk to your Earl’s Sales Rep about pre-orders.

Have you tried our new label Farmers’ Fresh from British Columbia 
Canada? Farmers’ Fresh farms is owned by Tan Truong and his 
wife Hue Huynh both hands on mushroom growers. They live 
on the property and personally inspect every facility daily. The 
Truong family believes in the highest safety standards in all 
stages of the growing cycle and production. Earl’s is now offering 
Farmer’s Fresh Crimini and White Mushrooms.

Bell Peppers: All colors are tight and limited. 

Sweet Potatoes: Sweet Potatoes and Yams are different root 
vegetables and in face are not even related. Yams are tubers and 
over 95% are grown in West Africa. You can find them in ethnic 
markets in the U.S. They can be as small as a potato and can 
grow up to 5 feet. Download Earl’s Sweet Potato Guide on page 
three and learn what makes each variety so unique and delicious! 

Tomatoes:  Tutti Frutti Heirlooms are winding down fast.  
Covilli Fair Trade Heirloom Tomatoes will return midweek. 
Magic Mountain Clusters from Sunrise Farms in Buellton are 
bigger than a Cherry Tomato and smaller than a Slicer. It is the 
quintessential salad Tomato, perfectly round, bright red and 
wonderfully sweet. 

Winter Squash: Dwelley Winter 
Squash Bins have a wonderful mix of 
all your favorite varieties. Don’t miss 
their Sweet Sugar Pie Pumpkins for 
making a homemade pie or a sweet and 
savory pumpkin soup. Butternut Bins are 
available by pre-order. Jarrahdale Squash 
from Riverdog are a gorgeous slate, blue-grey color. The dense 
flesh is not stringy and perfect for making homemade pumpkin 
puree or roasting for savory dishes. They also make a beautiful 
decorative squash and often keep well over 12 months. Personal 
sized squash from Durst are perfect for 1-2 servings.  Angel Hair 
is Spaghetti Squash and Shokichi is Kabocha. Download our Hard 
Squash Flyer on page three.

doreva produce, livingston, CA
Doreva Produce in Livingston 
California packs Sweet Potatoes 
under the Oh So Natural label. Meet 
Aaron Silva (left to right), his dad 
Stan, and brother Ben. Together, 
they represent two generations 
of a four-generation sweet potato 
family. Their great and great-great 
grandparents emigrated to the San 
Joaquin Valley from the Azores in the 
early 1900s and, as Aaron tells it, “soon realized the fertile, 
sandy soils were perfect for sweet potatoes.” Today, under 
the name Doreva Produce, they grow 700 acres of Organic 
Sweet Potatoes in Merced. In addition to his wife and three 
kids, Aaron’s household includes four dogs, four cats, a pony, 
a goat, a pig, and a green iguana. 

For week ending 11/21/2020: Conditions 
in Yuma continue to improve but at a 
slower pace than anticipated due to 

recent cooler daytime weather and nighttime temperatures 
entering the Southern regions. Supply will continue to be 
impacted due to the ongoing quality challenges in the 
region and slowed growth. We will continue to see gradual 
improvement as we move forward through the week.

Jarrahdale Squash


